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ABSTRACT 

Multichannel Analysis Surface Wave (MASW) measurement is one of geophysics exploration techniques to 
determine the soil profile based on velocity. Meanwhile borehole intrusive technique identifies the changes of soil layer 
based on SPT N value. Both techniques were applied at the University campus test site and Parit Jelutong as part of soil 
investigation. A 7 kg of sledge hammer was used as source, 24 units of 4.5 Hz geophones used as detectors (receivers) and 
Terraloc Mark 8 ABEM was used as a recorder. SeisImager software was used for seismic data processing. The MASW 
test configuration was 5 m geophones spacing and 5 m source offset distance at Parit Jelutong, and used 1 m geophones 
spacing and 2 m offset distance at the University campus test site. All the MASW test array was conducted near to the 
boreholes. The reliable seismic results at Parit Jelutong were from depth 0.5 m to 14 m and 3.7 m to 27 m the University 
campus test site, respectively. Comparison between MASW and borehole data indicates that a very soft clay shear wave 
velocity is below than 165 m/s, soft clay at 170 m/s to 195 m/s and firm layer at 194 m/s to 317 m/s. There was not 
available shear wave velocity result of hard material. In conclusion, the MASW technique is potential to adapt in soil 
investigation to compliment the intrusive technique, which is non-destructive, non-invasive nature and relative speed of 
assessment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In situ field testing enables larger volumes of soil 
to be tested and so tends to be more representative of the 
soil mass compared with laboratory testing.  In situ field 
tests have an advantage as samples do not need to be 
retrieved.  For very soft clays, sands and gravels, sampling 
is a major problem because these materials easily change 
their soil structure and, as a result, produce disturbed 
samples.  Good correlations have been produced between 
field tests and laboratory tests, which has led to acceptance 
of field techniques (Charles and Watt, 2002). Of the range 
of in situ tests, penetration testing, dynamic probing, 
pressuremeter testing, field vane shear testing, plate 
loading testing and geophysical testing are used for site 
investigations. Cost and time constraint factors are the 
main reasons why it is not easy to investigate the 
subsurface completely. Hence, site investigation may only 
involve the laboratory testing of samples collected by site 
personnel or field testing for limited areas. This may lead 
to either an underestimate or overestimate of the strength 
of the existing subsurface. Therefore, to achieve greater 
certainty of the site investigation, a robust approach is 
needed to adopt.  Geophysical methods can provide 
excellent resolution of spatial variability across a site. The 
main advantages with such an approach are their non-
destructive, non-invasive nature and relative speed of 
assessment.  If calibrated, details of stiffness with depth 
can be relatively easily obtained.  

The choice of which geophysics tests to use 
depends on the parameters to be examined. However, 

obtaining the soil stiffness profile is particularly important 
in the site investigation (Mitchell and Jardine, 2002). 
Amongst geophysical methods, the seismic method based 
results are empirically derived Geotechnical properties 
such as maximum shear modulus, bulk modulus (B), 
Young’s modulus (E), and Poisson’s ratio (Charles and 
Watts, 2002; Crice, 2005). The seismic-based techniques 
have proved particularly useful in determining the shear 
modulus profile from site investigation (Moxhay et al., 
2001; Siti Zuraidah et al., 2015). There are two methods of 
obtaining seismic wave data that can potentially be used 
for site investigation (1) borehole methods and (2) surface 
methods (Menzies, 2001). The surface wave data 
collection uses the surface method, which is more versatile 
than other methods because it is not constrained by any 
ground models and considered more economical in terms 
of field operation (Matthews et al., 2000).   

The Multi-channel Surface Wave (MSW) method 
originated 50 years ago in Japan and was called the micro-
tremor survey method (MSM).  In the late 1990s, 
electronic equipment for the MSW was developed by the 
Kansas Geological Survey called multi-channel analysis of 
surface wave, MASW (Park et al., 1999). This technique 
has been developed and tested for applications in civil 
engineering, for example, for site characterisation (Long 
and Donohue, 2007) and for compaction control by 
measuring the decay of soil vibrations (Adam et al., 2007) 
and quality of stone column (Madun et al., 2012).  The 
approach of the MSW offers considerable advantages over 
conventional surface wave analysis techniques that are 
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based upon a single transmitter-receiver pair.  The method 
of carrying out measurements using a multiple-receiver 
strategy reduces survey time and allows lateral resolution 
to be obtained (Zywicki, 1999; Park et al., 1999), while 
the sub-surface characterisation in both the vertical and 
lateral axes provide a useful 2-D representation (Socco 
and Strobbia, 2004).  MASW introduced by Park et al. 
(1999) uses many receivers, with only one shot, from 
which it is capable of identifying, isolating and removing 
noise from scattered and reflected waves during the data 
analysis.  As a result, a best fit line can be drawn through 
the phase angle-distance plot, thus minimizing the 
influence of variations in data and allowing enhanced 
robustness in data processing. The entire procedure for 
MASW usually consists of three steps: firstly is acquiring 
multi-channel field records, secondly extracting dispersion 
curves and finally, inverting these dispersion curves to 
obtain 1-D or 2-D shear wave velocity and depth profiles.  
The MASW method has improved production in the field 
and improved characterisation of dispersion relationships 
by sampling the spatial wave field with multiple receivers 
(Park et al., 2007).  

In general, the Multi-channel of Surface Wave 
(MASW) method has significant advantages over other 
surface wave techniques as all seismic wave energy, 
consisting of both body and surface waves, is recorded by 
multi-channel receivers. Seismic waves propagate in the 
form of body waves and surface waves. The difference 
between the two is that body waves are usually non-
dispersive. In a solid and homogeneous medium, the 
velocity of surface waves does not fluctuate significantly 
as a function of distance propagated. However, when the 
properties of the medium vary with depth, surface waves 
become dispersive such that the velocity of propagation 
varies with respect to wavelength or frequency. Multi-
channel of Surface Wave (MASW) method has 
investigation depth shallower than 30 m and whereas the 
passive method (source like traffic and tidal motion) can 
reach a few hundred meters. Sampling redundancy due to 
multi receivers provides flexibility in the signal processing 
approach to extract the dispersion curve. Many advantages 
had been stated above, and thus, the evaluation of this 
technique for site investigations apply on soft soil is 
conducted to make stakeholders aware this technique. This 
study aim to investigate the soil profile based on MASW 
technique and calibrated with borehole data on marine 
clay deposit at Parit Raja, Johor. The location of this study 
is shown in Figure-1, on campus of Universiti Tun 
Hussein Onn Malaysia and Parit Jelutong. This location 
consists of marine clay and silt deposits at Quaternary 
aged.  
 

 
 

Figure-1. Test locations at university campus and Parit 
Jelutong. 

 
METHODOLOGY 

Multi-channel of Surface Wave (MASW) method 
used similar equipment in seismic refraction method, but 
different geophones frequency. A 7 kg of sledgehammer is 
used as source that impacted to the metal plate. A 24 unit 
of 4.5 Hz vertical geophone is used as detector which 
connects with 24 channel cable and ABEM Terraloc MK-
8 seismograph was used for recorder. Figure 2 shows an 
arrangement of the shot point location and geophones for 
Multi-Channel Analysis of Surface Wave (MASW) test. 
 

 
 

Figure-2. Equipments arrangement for multi-channel 
analysis of surface wave (MASW) test. 

 
The seismograph setting for MASW test required 

longer record time, i.e. about 2 second requires to measure 
seismic data. The sampling interval between 250 and 500 
µs and number of samples 4096 and 8192.  Hammering 
the ground about 5 times to produce active waves. The 
length of array and distance seismic source to first 
geophone at Parit Jelutong and the university campus test 
site at 115 m and 5 m; and 23 m and 2 m, respectively. 
MASW tests were conducted closed at the borehole 
location.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Shear wave velocity profiles at Parit Jelutong and 
the university campus test site were analyzed by using 
SeisImager software to produce 1-dimensional velocity 
profile. MASW tests conducted at Parit Jelutong indicated 
the information up to 27 m depth, meanwhile at the 
university campus test site at 13 m as shown in Figure-3. 
The depth of penetration is controlled by the length of 
MASW array used in the study. At Parit Jelutong and the 
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university campus test site have three boreholes. From 
borehole data, the soil layers were divided into very soft, 
soft, firm and hard clay layer. Tables 1 and 2 tabulated the 
summaries of the borehole and MASW results at Parit 
Jelutong Spreadline 1 and 2. While Table-3 shows the 
result at the university campus test site. At deeper layer, 
the shear wave velocity data not available due to the 
limitation of MASW test. The result shows that the 
subsurface can be categorized into very soft soil for SPT N 
below than 2 and the shear wave velocity below than 165 
m/s. Meanwhile the soft soil layer indicates by the SPT N 
between 2 and 4 has shear wave velocity between 170 m/s 
and 191 m/s. Finally, the firm soil layer at SPT N between 
4 and 8 has shear wave velocity between 194 m/s and 317 
m/s.    
 

 
 

Figure-3. MASW tests result of two spreadline at Parit 
Jelutong and one spreadline at university campus test site. 
 

Table-1. Parit Jelutong borehole 1 and spreadline 1. 
 

 
 

Table-2. Parit Jelutong borehole 2 and spreadline 2. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table-3. University campus test site borehole 
1 and spreadline 1. 

 

 
 

The SPT N value from borehole data was used to 
estimate shear wave velocity via empirical conversion of 
Vs = 105.70N0.327, that suitable for all types of soils 
(Tsiambaos G. and Sabatakakis N., 2011). Figure-4 shows 
the shear wave velocities measured using MASW and 
empirical conversion for data at Parit Jelutong. The shear 
wave velocities calculated using an empirical formula has 
good agreement with measured shear wave velocity using 
MASW technique. However, the empirical conversion of 
the shear wave velocities showed a small fluctuation 
compared with the measured velocity using MASW. It's 
due to the MASW data measured larger area and averaged 
the velocity across the area, meanwhile the borehole SPT 
N value is specifically at a certain depth. It is worth noting 
that the geophones spacing was 5 cm and length of an 
array was 115 m at Parit Jelutong. The MASW results 
produced a profile of the average of shear-wave velocity 
versus depth in the surrounding soil.  In addition, the 
theory of inversion techniques in MASW deal with the 
assumption that the soil in layered with vertical 
heterogeneity and lateral homogeneity.  
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Figure-4. The shear wave velocities measured using 
MASW and empirical conversion SPT N data at 

Parit Jelutong. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  

The shear wave velocities can divided into three 
layers of soils based on SPT N values, i.e. velocity below 
than 165 m/s, between 165 and 191,  and 191 m/s to  317 
m/s were classified as very soft, soft and firm soil, 
respectively. The shear wave velocity obtained using 
MASW technique is representing the average of the 
velocity at specified depth across the lateral length of the 
array. Thus, it is expected that the velocity from empirical 
conversion using the SPT N value slightly deviated as 
compared with MASW test due to the variability of soil 
horizontally.  Therefore the soil profile correlation 
between MASW test and borehole SPT N value must be 
understood its limitation. In conclusion, the MASW 
technique is potential to adapt in soil investigation to 
compliment the intrusive technique, which is non-

destructive, non-invasive nature and relative speed of 
assessment. 
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